Résumé. Isospin transport phenomena in dissipative heavy ion collisions have been investigated at Fermi energies with a beam of 84 Kr at 35AMeV. A comparison of the N /Z of light and medium products forward-emitted in the centre of mass frame when the beam impinges on two different targets, the n-poor 112 Sn and the n-rich 124 Sn, is presented. Data were collected by means of a three-layer telescope with very good performances in terms of mass identification (full isotopic resolution up to Z ∼ 20 for ions punching through the first detector layer) built by the FAZIA Collaboration and located just beyond the grazing angle for both reactions. The N /Z of the products detected when the n-rich target is used is always higher than that associated to the n-poor one ; since the detector was able to measure only fragments coming from the QuasiProjectile decay and/or neck emission, the observed behaviour can be ascribed to the isospin diffusion process, driven by the isospin gradient between QuasiProjectile and QuasiTarget. Moreover, for light fragments the N /Z as a function of the lab velocity of the fragment is observed to increase when we move from the QuasiProjectile velocity to the centre of mass (neck zone). This effect can be interpreted as an evidence of isospin drift driven by the density gradient between the QuasiProjectile zone (at normal density) and the more diluted neck zone.
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Introduction
The availability of detectors able to isotopically resolve the ejectiles of a heavy ion reaction at Fermi energies (30-50AMeV) allows to investigate the isospin degree of freedom and its evolution a. e-mail: silvia.piantelli@fi.infn.it during the collision. Many experimental efforts were devoted to the study of the isospin diffusion process, by means of reactions involving partners with different N/Z (see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] ) ; in fact the isospin diffusion is driven by the isospin gradient between projectile and target. Other studies (e.g. [5] [6] [7] ), sometimes involving symmetric reactions, were devoted to the investigation of the isospin drift i.e. the isospin enrichment of the low density neck zone with respect to the QuasiProjectile (QP) and QuasiTarget (QT) regions that are at normal density ; this process is supposed to be driven by the density gradient between the two regions. As it is explained in many theoretical works [8, 9] , the study of these kind of phenomena is extremely important, because it can give information on the symmetry energy term in the nuclear equation of state. Recently also the FAZIA Collaboration [10] has started to investigate these processes [11] , thanks to the good capabilities in terms of isotopic resolution of the developed three-layer telescopes (full isotopic resolution up to Z ∼ 20 − 23 for ions punching through the first detector layer). In this work we present some evidences of isospin diffusion and isospin drift observed by the FAZIA Collaboration for two reactions with the same beam, 84 Kr at 35AMeV, and two different targets, the "n-poor" 112 Sn and the "n-rich" 124 Sn. The experiment was performed at LNS of INFN in Catania (Italy) by means of the beam delivered by the CS Superconducting Cyclotron. Data were collected by means of a telescope located just beyond the grazing angle for both reactions (4.1
• for the n-poor target and 4.0
• for the n-rich one) ; the detector covered polar angles between 4.8
• and 6
• .
Experimental results
The basic FAZIA detector consists of a three-layer telescope, with two reverse mounted n-TD Silicon detectors (thicknesses : 300µm and 500µm, respectively) manufactured by FBK, followed by a 10cm long CsI(Tl), manufactured by Amcrys and read out by a photodiode. The Silicon detectors have doping uniformity better than 3% FWHM, thickness uniformity within 1µm and they have been obtained from wafers cut 7
• off the 100 axis in order to minimize the channeling effect. The telescope is fully equipped with digital electronics. The identification procedure uses the standard ∆E -E technique for particles punching through the first Si layer, obtaining full isotopic resolution in a region up to now accessible only by means of spectrometers (full isotopic identification up to Z ∼ 23). For particles stopped in the first Si layer, full charge identification can be obtained by means of Pulse Shape Analysis techniques if the ions have a range in Si greater than 30µm (the threshold value increases with the ion charge). An example of the identification capabilities of the detector can be found in figure 1, where the particle identification spectrum obtained by means of the ∆E -E technique for ions punching through the first Si layer is presented. In particular, in the inset the zone between S and K is expanded and the isotopic resolution capability can be appreciated. More details on the detector performances and on the algorithms used by the Collaboration to treat the signals collected by the telescope can be found in [12] and references cited therein. The results presented in this work refer only to particles punching through the first Si layer.
Since in this experiment we had only one telescope, only inclusive measurements could be done, without any selection on the event type. In any case, due to the geometrical position of the detector, some kind of selection is automatically done. In fact, as it is evident from the Z -lab velocity correlation reported in figure 2, only fragments forward-emitted in the centre of mass can be detected by our telescope. Thanks to their position in the correlation of figure 2 and relying on the existing literature we can identify them as QP residues (for Z 20), QP fission fragments (Z ∼ 7 − 20), neck emission (light fragments close to the centre of mass velocity) or QP evaporation (light fragments with velocity close to the beam velocity). The QT contamination is negligible.
Thanks to the good isotopic resolution of the FAZIA telescope, we are able to measure the average isospin for all the detected products with Z ≤ 20. The obtained average isotopic distribution as a Correlation between the charge and the lab velocity for ions detected by the FAZIA telescope for the n-rich reaction. The dashed line corresponds to the thresholds for the punch through of the first Si layer. The arrows correspond, respectively, to the center of mass velocity (v CM ) and to the beam velocity (v beam ). From [11] function of the lab-velocity for both investigated systems is plotted in figure 3 , where open points correspond to the neutron rich case and full points to the neutron poor one. Each panel refers to a different element. For all ions and all lab-velocity values, the N /Z associated to the neutron rich system is higher than that found when the target is the neutron-poor 112 Sn. For both reactions the same projectile ( 84 Kr) was used and the kinematics are very similar, as proved by the similarity of the grazing angles. Since the telescope can detect only fragments coming from the QP decay or from the forward (in the centre of mass frame) neck emission, the observed difference is an evidence of isospin diffusion, driven by the isospin gradient between target and projectile.
Another observation emerging from this picture is the fact that while the N /Z for heavy products (bottom part) is independent of their lab-velocity, this is not true for light fragments (top part). In fact in this last case we observe a clear increase of the average isospin value when moving from velocities close to QP towards the centre of mass region. This last effect may be explained as an evidence of isopin drift : light fragments coming from neck emission (i.e. velocities close to the centre of mass) show a neutron enrichment with respect to those evaporated from the excited QP. According to theoretical models (e.g. [9] ), this neutron enrichment is driven by the density gradient between the QP zone, where nuclear matter is at normal density, and the more diluted neck region. On the contrary, heavier fragments, which are supposed to come from the QP fission, do not show any velocity dependence of their average isospin content, because they come from a unique source (the fissioning QP). The good capabilities of the FAZIA telescope have allowed us to extend the isotopic identification in a region which was up to now accessible only by means of spectrometers. As a consequence, further results on the isospin transport topic will be possible when, in the next future, more FAZIA telescopes will be available, allowing us to perform coincidences among the different ejectiles. In this way some selection on the centrality and on the event class will be possible in an extended solid angle with respect to what is accessible by means of spectrometers.
